1 The literature on the emergence of nationalism is large, but much of it is socialscience oriented and focused on the period since 1800. for historians, a good starting-point is a.D. smith, Nationalism (Cambridge, 2001) . landmarks for the early modern period include D.a. Bell, The Cult of the Nation in France: Inventing Nationalism, 1680 -1800 (Cambridge, ma, 2001 l. Colley, Britons: Forging the Nation, 1707 -1837 (london, 1992 ; r. von friedeburg (ed.), 'Patria' und 'Patrioten' vor dem Patriotismus: Pflichten, Rechte, Glauben und of features unique to the northern periphery. in contrast to sweden (to which we shall return), Denmark was situated precariously at the intersection of two distinct and in some respects divergent worlds: that of the increasingly dynamic north German culture on the one hand, and, on the other, the more traditional and predominantly community-based culture of much of the rest of scandinavia.
Two major components of collective identity were clearly visible in early modern scandinavia, over and above the obvious ones of the physical environment (family and household, parish community, religion, landscape, social position, and gender). one of these was the long-standing rivalry between the strong personalized monarchies which had split scandinavia into two from 1523, with competing focal points in Copenhagen and stockholm. in effect two composite states had been created, with the swedish-finnish one constricted first by the Danish-Norwegian state (which until 1660 controlled all access from the Baltic to the international maritime trading network), then increasingly by the emergent power of russia to the east. it is important to note, for the purposes of this discussion, that the southern perimeters of both monarchies remained relatively open and permeable: a strong shared religious consensus, coupled with significant family links amongst the elite in both monarchies, reinforced the physical links provided by those north German territories which were both part of the holy roman empire and subject to the sovereignty of either the Danish or the swedish monarchy. Despite a shared past history and close cultural links, however, the two scandinavian monarchies were nearly invariably hostile towards each other-particularly so after the disasters of the early half of the seventeenth century. Christian iV and Gustav adolph in the 1620s in effect locked the two monarchies into perpetual rivalry, where all the tools of early modern political propaganda were used: artistic patronage, state-sponsored creation of historical myth, and full exploitation of all diplomatic channels to emphasize the tension.2 although the chosen grounds for conflict changed under different monarchs (especially after the end of the Thirty years war, and again in
